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Description 

In this class, you will learn how user sections are created and customized to suit your company-
specific standards, and how to use these user sections in Macros for stairs, railings, and 
cladding. Furthermore, you will get an introduction to the relevant databases and tables, and 
understand what is necessary to keep your profiles when upgrading to the next Advance Steel 
software version. This session features Advance Steel. 
 
 

Your AU Expert 

Stephanie Hoerndler is a Solutions Engineer for Structural Fabrication and Technical Specialist 
for Advance Steel software at Autodesk, GmbH. Previously she worked in a construction office 
as a steel detailer and structural engineer, then she worked at Graitec GmbH as Application 
Engineer for Advance Steel. Stephanie attended the university HTWK Leipzig, Germany, and 
she is a building engineer. Stephanie is based in Munich, Germany. 
 
 

 
 

 

Learning Objectives 

 Learn how to create and define a user section and add a new size to an existing 
profile 

 Learn how to unfold user sections on workshop drawings 

 Learn how to add a user section for stair stringers and treads, and assign a user-
defined cladding section to the cladding macro 

 Understand relevant databases and tables 
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Introduction 

User sections are non-standard profile cross sections. They can be set in Advance Steel and 
have the same behavior as standard sections in the Advance properties and functionality.  
 
You can also add new sizes to the existing profiles (for example a new size to the Flat section 
type to match a required dimension not present in the standard profile).  
All sections, including User Sections, are stored in MS-Access tables (libraries). The table 
structure for User sections differs from the structure of standard sections. Standard Sections 
tables contain parametric values whereas User Sections include only the corner points of the 
cross section geometry. 
User Sections are not manually entered in tables (libraries); they are drawn and transferred by 
means of the Advance User Section tool that identifies the profile cross section and enters the 
geometry into the MS-Access tables (libraries).  
 
 

Relevant databases and tables 

The database which contains all relevant data about profiles is called AstorProfiles.mdb and is 
stored in c:\ProgramData\Autodesk\Advance Steel 2017\Steel\Data\  
This database has many tables in it. Most of the tables in the database are tables with the 
geometric information about each profile type. 
 
The AstorRules Database contains all the steel connection library settings and is stored in 
c:\ProgramData\Autodesk\Advance Steel 2017\Steel\Data\  
To assign a User section to structural elements e.g. stair stringers the relevant tables in the 
AstorRules.mdb need to be adjusted. 
 

AstorProfiles.mdb 
Contains Steel profiles, user sections and compound profiles used by Advance Steel  
This database has many tables in it. For each Section a separate table is available which 
contains all section sizes with geometric information as well as design properties. 
There is one main table that links all these tables together. 
This table is called ProfileMasterTable and can be found easily by using the filter option. 
Once you find the ProfileMasterTable you can open this table and find your profile type that you 
want to edit. 
 

Exercise | Identify the table 
An additional Flat Size FL 2 1/2x12 should be added to the Standard Flat Section 
catalog. Which table is the right one to work with? 

 Start Management Tools: Home > Settings > Management Tools  

 Start the “Table editor”.  

 Select “Open ODBC”, by clicking the first icon in the upper left corner of the Table 
editor tab.  
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 MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

 

 Open AstorProfiles.  

 In the AstorProfiles database, open “ProfileMasterTable”.  
 

Use the Filter to search for the “ProfileMasterTable” and open the table.  
 

 Scroll right and find the column associated to the Advance Steel product language 
currently installed (e.g. for an US English installation, the column is called 
USEnglish, for UK English installation, the column is called English etc). 

 
 Use the “sort” option on the language column.  

 Search based on the Section Name displayed in the interface. 
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 BEAM PROPERTIES DIALOGBOX 

 

 Once the definition line is found, note the table name from the “TableName” column  

 
 

Use the Filter to search for the “TableName” and open the table.  
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A default material grade can be assigned to standard and user sections.  

 
 
 
FAQ – How to modify the default Material Grade / Type of your Profiles 
 
 
 

AstorRules.mdb 
Contains all the steel connection library settings, as well as internal tables used by Advance 
Steel for steel connections. 
Not all sections known to Advance Steel are appropriate to use in all situations so many macros 
have a limited range of sections shown for use in such positions. The stair macro is one of 
them. It is unusual to want an I Beam as a stringer so they are filtered out. This behavior 
is controlled by a table in the AstorRules database.  

LINK 

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/advance-steel/learn-explore/caas/simplecontent/content/advance-steel-how-to-modify-the-default-material-grade-type-your-profiles.html
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Create and define a user section and add a new size to an existing profile 

User sections are non-standard profile cross sections. They can be set in Advance Steel and 
have the same behavior as standard sections in the Advance properties and functionality.  

Add a new size to an existing profile 
Adding a new size to an existing shape requires editing the AstorProfiles database using the 
Table Editor from the Management Tools application or any other .mdb editor (e.g. Microsoft 
Access). The AstorProfiles.mdb database is located by default in 
C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\Advance Steel 2017\Steel\Data\ 
 

Exercise – Add a new size to the existing Flat section type 
Add a new size to the Flat section type to match the dimension not present in the 
standard profile. FL 2 1/2x12 

 

 Open the table associated to the existing profile to which a new size needs to be 
added. “EXT_AISC_Flat” for American (Imperial) Flats 

 Select the last line  

 
 MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

 

 Enter a new line with the section size. The columns require the following settings: 

 StandardName - the name that appears at the interface if the column with the 
installation language is left empty. FL 2 1/2X12 
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 SectionName - the profile's internal name that can be used in other 
configurations. It will not appear at the interface or created documents. It can be 
the same as StandardName. FL 2 1/2X12 

 Standards - set it to 1.  

 Reserved - set it to 1 for a hot rolled section; 2 for a cold rolled section that is 
unwindable. For an unwindable section, the geometry needs to allow unfolding  

 OwnerText – set it to the current Author (new authors can be added to 
Advance Steel from the "Management Tools 2017 / Options" setting). A custom 
set Owner will allow the section to be merged to the next version.  

 Next there are a series of geometric parameters. Those vary based on section 
type (I section will offer web/flange dimensions, RO sections will only offer 
inner/outer diameters etc.) 

Geometric parameters in mm  
 

 Besides the geometric parameters the profile also accepts design parameters 
that are eventually used during joint design.  

 Last set of columns contain the language translation. Using this, a section can 
be named differently based on the product language used during installation, 
even if the section remains constant. If the translation column is left empty, 
Advance Steel uses the StandardName value.  

 
 

 In order to have the new FL size available in Advance Steel, go to Home > Settings 
> Update defaults. The databases will be reopened. 

 
 

 FL 2 ½ x 12 can be chosen from the beam properties list. 
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Create and define a user section 
A User Section with any shape can be created using AutoCAD elements and Advance Steel 
tools. These User Sections have the same behavior as standard sections in the Advance 
properties and functionality. User Sections are automatically added to the AstorProfiles 
database. 
 

Creation of the section components 
The section components are drawn with AutoCAD elements. Then, two texts must be 
created with the name of the section (e.g., IPE 200) and the name of the section class 
(e.g., IPE). For each User Section component you must set a corresponding layer. You 
can do this by using the Change current layer flyout. 
 

The user Sections components 

 
USER SECTION COMPONENTS 

 
The Frame  

The definition frame must include the whole section contour with all its information 
and is required to create the section.  

The outer contour  
The outer contour defines the standard representation of the section in the model and 
should not include too many details to avoid a complex representation in the model.  

The exact outer contour  
The exact outer contour defines the exact outline of the section that is used for clash 
checking, drawings and weight calculation. 

The outer contours must be created using a closed polyline, a circle, or a rectangle.  
Section inner exact and simple contour  

Closed polylines, circles and rectangle are allowed as elements. The inner contour is 
necessary, for example, to create hollow sections.  
The exact inner contour defines the exact outline of the hollow section that is used for 
clash checking, drawings and weight calculation.  

 

http://help.autodesk.com/cloudhelp/2017/ENU/AdvSteel-UsrGuide/files/GUID-A1AB3E3D-65C3-44A9-8730-91C329E86472.htm#GUID-A1AB3E3D-65C3-44A9-8730-91C329E86472__SECTION_5ABB0F6D17834620B7E4C1004874A052
http://help.autodesk.com/cloudhelp/2017/ENU/AdvSteel-UsrGuide/files/GUID-A1AB3E3D-65C3-44A9-8730-91C329E86472.htm#GUID-A1AB3E3D-65C3-44A9-8730-91C329E86472__SECTION_FF2E3ADCFC104A5A9355B8B83305AB2D
http://help.autodesk.com/cloudhelp/2017/ENU/AdvSteel-UsrGuide/files/GUID-A1AB3E3D-65C3-44A9-8730-91C329E86472.htm#GUID-A1AB3E3D-65C3-44A9-8730-91C329E86472__SECTION_1E532C60D82742428497833863803C1F
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Section name  
The text for the section name.  

Section class  
The text for the section class name that will appear on the Section&Material tab in the 
Advance properties dialog box.  

 
Some special characters such as period, coma and exclamation mark should not be used.  

 

Add system coordinates  
The coordinate systems that are displayed when using UCS at object.  
The coordinate system is inserted when selecting one face from the outer contour; the Z-
axis is placed along that face.  

Add a reference axis  
The reference axis position is used to move the section around the reference line on the 
Position tab in the properties dialog box.  
The reference axes are added on the outer contour. The tools for placing reference axes 
are grouped on the User sections panel, Add reference axis flyout. 
 

Section definition and identification of the drawn elements 
The information is proofed and created in the database 

 
The tools for the user section creation are grouped on the Extended Modeling tab, User 
sections panel, on the flyouts. 
 
 

Exercise – Define a User Section 
Create and define a new section type “unequal channel” 
Dimensions in the picture below: 
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To define the User section in a separate DWG 

 Open a new DWG file.  

 Set the Top view from the AutoCAD Views panel.  

 On the User section panel, use the Change layer flyout to activate the 
corresponding layer and the Tools flyout to draw the section components.  

 
Define the User Section outer contour 

The outer contour defines the standard representation of the section in the model and 
should not include too many details to avoid a complex representation in the model.  

 

 On the Change current layer flyout: Click . The 
section outer contour layer is activated. 
 

 Using the tools on the Tools flyout, draw the outer 
contour. It must be a closed polyline, a circle or 
a rectangle.  

 

 Create the polyline like shown in the picture. 
(green contour) 

 

 Copy this polyline to the right and change the layer   
of the copied Polyline to “exact outer contour”. The   
polyline should become grey. 

 

 Add the required rounding’s, on the Toolpalette – Tools click   “Filet” 

 Define the radius (example in picture above) for all required edges. 

 Move the exact contour back to exactly overlap the outer contour: 

 
 

The unequal Channel section doesn’t have an inner contour, no need to create any inner 
contours. For hollow section this step would be required. 

 On the Change current layer flyout: Click . The section inner contour layer is activated.  

 Using the tools on the Tools flyout, define the inner contour inside the exact outer contour. 
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Define the User Section class and name 

 On the Change current layer flyout: Click  (Section class) or  (Section name). 
The text for the section class name will appear on the Section&Material tab in the 
Advance properties dialog box.  

 Using the tools on the Tools flyout, select (Single Line Text tool) to define the 
desired texts.  

 Section class to be Unequal Channel 

 Section Name to be UC200x80x50x4 or UC8X3X2X1/8 

 
 

Define a User Section frame 

 On the Change current layer flyout: click . The section frame layer is activated.  

 On the Tools flyout: click .  

 Specify the first corner point of the frame.  

 Specify the diagonal opposite corner of the frame. 

 
 
Add reference axis 

 To define the reference axis that are used to place the system line in the insertion 
points select the outer contour snap points. To access the Add reference axis 

command, select  from the Extended Modeling tab, User Section panel, in the 
ribbon. 
These blue symbols are blocks and the insertion points define the nine 
possible locations of the system line relative to the beam - actually they can be put 
anywhere.  
 

For example, to position the reference axis in the top-left, select the command and when the "Snap on the outer 
contour at the point to insert a reference axis" message appears, click for placing using the snap points. If you do 
not click the point where the reference axis should be inserted then the axis will be positioned where the point is 

selected on the outer contour.  
 

Every reference axis must be used only ones. 
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Add system coordinates 

 To define the coordinate system that represents the 
local axis select the outer contour. To access the Add 

coordinates command, select  from the Extended 
Modeling tab, User Section panel, in the ribbon.  

 
 
Save the User Section 
Verify that all contours and the section properties are inside the frame.  
 
To save the section, use either of the following:  

 the "Generate selected section" command for a single section: Extended Modeling 

tab > User Section panel >  

 the "Generate all sections" command for several sections: Extended Modeling tab > 

User Section panel >  
 

The following message confirms that the section was successfully created:  
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 To draw the new user section, choose any profile from the menu and in the 
properties dialog box, in the "Other profiles" category select the name of the user 
section class you created.  
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Unfold user sections on workshop drawings 

In order to unfold a user section, correct radius values have to be defined at the corners, like in 
the channel sample. 
To unfold a user section on workshop drawings, you need to use a specific drawing style, like 
the one mentioned in the figure below:  

 
 

Exercise – unfold user sections 
Get an unfolded workshop drawing of the unequal Channel section created in the 
previous exercise. 
 

 Start Management Tools: Home > Settings > Management Tools  

 Start the “Table editor”.  

 Select “Open ODBC”, by clicking the first icon in the upper left corner of the Table 
editor tab.  

 
 MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

 

 Open AstorProfiles 

 Open the table “USR_UnequalChannel” that contains the profile you want to unfold 
in a drawing. 

 
Use the Filter to search for the “UnequalChannel” and open the table.  
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 Change the value in the "Reserved" column to 2. This modification will enable (un-
gray) the Unwind profile option in the section's Advance Properties dialog box. 
 

 
 

Reserved - set it to 1 for a hot rolled section; 2 for a cold rolled section that is unwindable. 
For an unwindable section, the geometry needs to allow unfolding – the thickness 

has to be constant throughout the whole contour.  
 

 In order to update the beam behavior, go to Home > Settings > Update defaults. The 
databases will be reopened. 

 
 

 Create the profiles in the model and select the Unwind profile box for every profile 
you want to unfold in the single part drawing.  

  RESERVED = 1  RESERVED = 2 

 

 Create the single part drawings using an adequate drawing style, a drawing style 
that includes a "Development" or "Unfold" view.  
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Movie – Create a User Section and unfold it on a Shop Drawing 
 
 
 

Create an unwind drawing of an RHS profile  

LINK 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFwERoFkne4
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/advance-steel/learn-explore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2017/ENU/AdvSteel-FAQ-List/files/GUID-B5110B48-65BA-433F-9E78-1E815E453CD8-htm.html
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Add a user section for stair stringers and treads, and assign a user-defined 
cladding section to the cladding macro 

User sections can be assigned to structural elements in several ways. One of them is to modify 
the User Sections SubTypeName found in the ProfileMasterTable. 

 
The standard SubTypeName for Channels is “U”. If the SubTypeName for the User channel 
section is changed to a “U” it will be available within the Channels category in the Beams 
properties and everywhere else were channels are listed. E.g. Channels for Stair Stringers. 
 
 
For some structural elements User Tables are available in AstorRules Database: 

 
User Sections can be added to those tables for Stairs and Cage Ladders. 
 
 
And last but not least, for all other structural elements (such as Railings) User sections can be 
added within the Table JointsGUIAllowedSections from AstorRules 

 
A new line can be added for “Stair” “Stringer” and the AllowedSection needs to be changed to 
“Other Profiles” (this refers back to ProfileMasterTable – SubTypeName) 
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User Section for Stair Stringers 
For stair stringers all of the above methods are applicable. 
 

Exercise – User Section for Stair Stringers 
Assign the Unequal Channel to the Stair Macro. 
 

 Start the Management Tools.  

 Use the Table editor to open the AstorProfiles database and follow the procedure as 
follows:  

 Search for the ProfileMasterTable table using the filter. In this table you can 
find the new user section. Search for “Unequal Channel” in the column Run 
Name 

 In the ProfileMasterTable, from the TypeNameText column copy the internal 
name assigned to the user section (Usr Unequal Channel) 

 
 

Copy the TypeNameText “Usr Unequal Channel” to a text document, 
this is only the first string needed  

 

 In the same database AstorProfiles search for the definition table of the profile. 
The name of the table can be found in the ProfileMasterTable, in the column 
TableName and is similar with the internal name of the section 
(USR_UnequalChannel) 

 Search for the USR_UnequalChannel table using the filter. 

 From this table copy the section name from the SectionName column copy the 
section name. (UC200x80x50x4) 

 
 

Copy the SectionName “UC200x80x50x4” to the text document 
this is the second string needed  
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 In the AstorRules database search for the RULE_StairStringerUserSections table 
using the filter.  

 Add a new line in the "RULE_StairStringerUserSections" table.  

 Fill a unique number in the Key column.  

 The DefaultProfile column must be filled like:  
"Usr Unequal Channel#@§@#UC200x80x50x4" where "Usr Unequal 
Channel" is the internal name (TypeNameText) of the section from the 
"ProfileMasterTable" table from the AstorProfiles database; "#@§@#" is a 
unique separator which is used to add any new section; "UC200x80x50x4" is 
the SectionName from the definition table of the profile "USR_UnequalChannel" 
from the AstorProfiles database.  

 The Note column is completed optionally; for example it can contain information 
about the section type. This information does not appear in the "Stair" joint.  

 
 
 

 Update Defaults in Advance Steel 

 Create a joint Stair in Advance Steel and from its properties choose the previously 
defined user section.  

 

 

 
 

 
FAQ – How is a user section for stairs stringers assigned in Advance Steel?  
 

LINK 

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/advance-steel/learn-explore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2017/ENU/AdvSteel-FAQ-List/files/GUID-EFF89503-06C6-40C9-96B9-7FC58DDA73B5-htm.html
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User Section for Stair Treads 
Custom treads can be added to the stair macro. The tread types 22, 23 and 24 are used custom 
treads. The only difference between these tread types is the connection type to the stringer.  
New treads are added using the User Sections creation tool.  

 
 
To be recognized by the macro, the section class must be "User defined treads" while the 
section name can be any name.  

 
 
Once the profile is added, it can be used by selecting the tread type 22, 23 or 24.  

 
 
On the Tread dimensions 1 tab, the Tread profile size list contains the created user section 
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Note: New tread sections can be added only with the User Section tool. Already existing profiles 
cannot be used for the stair structural element.  
 

Exercise – User Section for Stair Treads 
Assign Stair Tread examples to the Stair Macro. 
 

 Create and define the required Section in the same way as the unequal Channel 
user section. 

 Open DWG file Grating Tread Grip Strut. 

 Make sure the section class is “User Defined Treads” 

 The section name can be any name. “Grating with Grip Strut” 

 The middle-middle reference point needs to be placed on the top left corner 

 
 Create the profiles and close the DWG file 

 Update defaults in Advance Steel 

 Open the previously created stair and change the tread type to 22, 23 or 24. 
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 On the Tread dimensions 1 tab, the Tread profile size list contains the created user 
section (if it doesn't, you may need to restart Advance Steel). 

 

 
 

The user section including everything within the frame can be copied and modified easily 
Create all tread user sections in one DWG file 
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User Cladding for Cladding Macros 
In Advance Steel Cladding Libraries are available for several Supplier. Nevertheless User 
Cladding sections can be created and defined in Advance Steel, therefore two steps are 
necessary: 

 Define the cladding section as user section 

 Add the user cladding section to the cladding macro 
 

Exercise – User Section for Cladding 
Create and define a New Millenium cladding section 
 

 Open DWG file Cladding Section example 
The geometry is based on the information from New Millenium’s product page: 

 
 
Make sure you follow the following steps when creating a cladding section: 

 The exact section needs to be created as exact as possible 

 
 The outer contour as easy as possible (rectangular section) 
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 The exact contour must not overlap when using within the cladding macro. Make 

sure there are no collisions. Modify the overlapping area as requested. 

 

 
 

 The outer contour is equal to the working width (36”) 

 When defining cladding profiles there is no need to define ANY reference points. 
The system works out the central point automatically. 

 Create the user section 
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Exercise –User Section for Cladding Macro 
Assign the new Cladding Section to the Cladding Macro. Therefore it needs to be 
added to the cladding table in the database. 
 

 Start the Management Tools.  

 Use the Table editor to open the AstorProfiles database  

 Search for the “ProfileMasterTable” using the filter. In this table you can find the 
new user section “USR_NewMilleniumRoofDeck” 

 Search for TypeNameText and copy the value. (Usr New Millenium Roof Deck) 

 
 

 Open the AstorRules database  

 Open RULE_Cladding_ProfileClasses 

 Add a new Line with the TypeNameText in the column “Class” 

 Key is a running number 

 LogIdx will be written automatically 

 URL can be empty 
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If the cladding sections are overlapping, the working width need to be defined in the 
database 

 Open the AstorRules database  

 Open RULE_Cladding_ProfilesInfo 

 Add a new line 

 Key is a running number 

 Section needs to be written as follow: 

 TypeNameText from ProfileMasterTable (Usr New Millenium Roof Deck) 

 #@§@# is a unique separator 

 SectionName from the DefinitionTable (US_R_B_22_33_HL2K_SC) 
 

 Usr New Millenium Roof Deck#@§@#US_R_B_22_33_HL2K_SC 
 

 
 

 Update defaults in Advance Steel 

 
 


